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Abstract

Distinct is a widely used automatic metric for001
evaluating the diversity of language generation002
tasks. However, we observe that the original003
approach to calculating distinct scores has ev-004
ident biases that tend to add higher penalties005
to longer sequences. In this paper, we refine006
the calculation of distinct scores by re-scaling007
the number of distinct tokens based on its ex-008
pectation. We provide both empirical and the-009
oretical evidence to show that our method ef-010
fectively removes the biases exhibited in the011
original distinct score. Further analyses also012
demonstrate that the refined score correlates013
better with human evaluations.014

1 Introduction015

The diversity of generated texts is an important016

evaluation aspect for dialogue generation models017

since most neural dialogue models tend to produce018

general and trivial responses (like "I don’t know"019

or "Me too") (Li et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017).020

Several metrics have been proposed to evaluate the021

text diversity, and the Distinct score proposed by022

Li et al. (2016) is the most widely applied metric023

due to its intuitive nature and convenient calcula-024

tion. It has become a de facto standard to report025

the Distinct score to compare the performance of026

different models in terms of response diversity (Liu027

et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2021; Zhou028

et al., 2021). Most previous works follow the initial029

approach of Li et al. (2016) to calculate the Distinct030

score, i.e., dividing the number of unique tokens031

(n-grams) by that of all tokens (n-grams). However,032

although reported to be effective, we surprisingly033

find that this naive approach tends to introduce034

more penalty to longer texts and lead to inaccurate035

evaluation of the text diversity.036

We argue that the scaling factor of Distinct re-037

quires a comprehensive discussion for two rea-038

sons. First, prior research in non-computational039
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Figure 1: The original and new Distinct scores against
different sample lengths. In the figure, “natural” means
that text sets are sampled from a real corpus while “des-
ignated” means that the sets are sampled from a desig-
nated distribution. See details in Section 2.

linguistics has demonstrated the shortcomings of 040

Distinct’s scaling approach (Malvern et al., 2004). 041

We found that early applications of Distinct exist in 042

psychological linguistics, where researchers lever- 043

aged this metric to assess the language diversity of 044

children with communication disorders (Chotlos, 045

1944). Their research showed that as a child speaks 046

more words, Distinct experiences an adverse de- 047

cline since each extra word that the child utters adds 048

to the total number of words, yet it would only in- 049

crease the number of distinct words if the word had 050

not been used before (Malvern et al., 2004; Chotlos, 051

1944). Second, we also discovered an uncommon 052

decline of this metric on both natural corpus and 053

a designated distribution sampler when the total 054

number of words increases. As illustrated in Figure 055

1, the original Distinct cannot keep a stable value 056

and experiences a sharp decrease with increasing 057

utterance length in both natural and designated dis- 058

tributions. However, as a qualified metric needs to 059

support quantitative comparison among different 060

methods, its value should stay invariant when the 061

distribution of the words appearing is determined. 062

This result is consistent with the findings of psy- 063
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chologists, indicating an over-penalty does exist in064

such a scaling method.065

Our contributions are summarized as follows:066

1. We investigate the performance of the origi-067

nal Distinct and demonstrate that this metric is not068

sufficiently fair due to its scaling method. We also069

highlight the risks of using this metric for evaluat-070

ing response diversity.071

2. We propose an improved version of Distinct072

(New Distinct) based on the idea that the scaling073

factor should be the expectation of the number of074

distinct tokens instead.075

3. Human evaluation shows that New Distinct076

correlates better with human judgments. We further077

discuss the drawbacks of New Distinct and suggest078

feasible ways of using this metric in practice.079

2 Preliminary Discussion about Original080

Distinct081

To exemplify the shortcoming of origin Distinct,082

we depicted Distinct score on two kinds of texts083

at different lengths. One kind of text is sampled084

from an artificially designated distribution and the085

other is sampled from a real corpus. In detail, the086

designated distribution we adopted is P (X = k) =087 ∫ v
0
λke−λ

vk! dλ, where v is vocabulary size and we088

simply let it be 30522 (Devlin et al., 2019). The089

real corpus we adopted is the crawled data from090

OpenSubtitles1. For each length, we sampled 2000091

sentences as a set and calculated scores of each set.092

We found the original Distinct scores decrease093

sharply with increasing utterance length in both dis-094

tributions. As shown by the "original-designated"095

line, with the distribution being determined, length-096

ier texts will get lower scores than shorter texts. We097

highlighted this problem because it is extremely098

simple for models to control the length of texts by099

using decoding tricks, like adjusting the penalty100

coefficient (Vijayakumar et al., 2016). It makes a101

model "easily" beat the other model by such tricks102

while it obviously not suitable to draw the conclu-103

sion that a model performs better than the other in104

diversity. The same phenomenon can be observed105

on the real corpus (see "original-natural" line in Fig-106

ure 1). As language distribution is more complex107

than what we are able to formulate, we depicted the108

performance of the original Distinct on 6 famous109

datasets in Appendix. Many cases indicate that the110

original Distinct is really unreasonable to be a fair111

metric for evaluating diversity.112

1http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles2018.php

3 Improving Original Distinct 113

3.1 Formula Derivation 114

The original Distinct score (Li et al., 2016) is mea- 115

sured as Distinct = N
C , where N is the number 116

of distinct tokens and C is the total number of to- 117

kens. To improve the original scaling method, we 118

propose that the scaling factor should be the expec- 119

tation of the number of distinct words in the set of 120

generated responses. Hence, it becomes 121

NewDistinct =
N

E
[
N̂
] (1) 122

123

Supposing a set of generated responses R with 124

size S to be evaluated, we let lk,i be the ith token 125

of kth response in R and tk be the length of kth 126

response. The expectation E[N̂ ] for N̂ distinct 127

words to appear in R would be 128

E
[
N̂
]
=

V∑
j

(1−
S∏
k

P (lk,tk 6= uj , ..., lk,1 6= uj)) , (2) 129

130

where V denotes the vocabulary size, and 131

{u1, ...uV } is the set of all tokens in the vocab- 132

ulary. 133

As shown in Equation 2, the calculation requires 134

us to know P (ltk 6= uj , ltk−1 6= uj , ..., l1 6= uj). 135

Though current models can easily estimate the 136

probability of a word appearing behind given 137

words, it is hard to calculate the probability of 138

each word that never appears in any position of 139

a sequence. Thus, there is may no efficient way 140

to calculate P (lk,t 6= uj , ..., lk,1 6= uj)). Besides, 141

different language distributions have different P, 142

which leads to different expectations and make the 143

metric less general. Thus, we employ the upper 144

bound of response diversity (i.e. a set of generated 145

responses where each token appears with equal 146

probability) to calculate this expectation. We hy- 147

pothesize that the scaling effect of the upper bound 148

is approximately proportional to that of other sets 149

of generated responses; therefore, it can replace the 150

original scaling factor. 151

E
[
N̂
]
∝∼ E

[
ˆNupper

]
, (3) 152

153

E
[

ˆNupper

]
=

V∑
j

(1−
S∏
k

tk∏
i

P (lk,i 6= uj)) (4) 154

= V [1− (
V − 1

V
)C ] (5) 155
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156

Thus, new Distinct score is calculated as:157

NewDistinct =
N

V [1− (V−1
V

)C ]
(6)158

159

We have the details of formula derivation, a piece160

of discussion of the formula’s properties and the161

determination of vocabulary size in Appendix.162

3.2 Experimental Verification163

3.2.1 Evaluation Approach164

We compared new Distinct with the original uni-165

gram Distinct (Li et al., 2016) by calculating both166

metrics on the results of ten methods for diversi-167

fying dialog generation, reported by Wang et al.168

(2021). Please see the detailed introduction of the169

reported methods in Appendix.170

As correlation analysis has been widely used to171

evaluate automatic metrics for language generation172

(Tao et al., 2018; Sellam et al., 2020), we calculated173

the Pearson, Spearman, and Kendall correlation174

coefficients between both scores and human judg-175

ments. Pearson’s correlation estimates linear corre-176

lation while Spearman’s and Kendall’s correlations177

estimate monotonic correlation, with Kendall’s cor-178

relation being usually more insensitive to abnormal179

values. We used SciPy2 for correlation calculation180

and significance test.181

3.2.2 Datasets182

Our experiments use two open-domain dialog gen-183

eration benchmark datasets: DailyDialog(Li et al.,184

2017), a high-quality dialog dataset collected from185

daily conversations, and OpenSubtitles3, which186

contains dialogs collected from movie subtitles (see187

Table 1 for more details). We follow the data pro-188

cessing procedures reported by Wang et al. (2021).189

Train Val Test

DailyDialog 65.8K 6.13K 5.80K
OpenSubtitles 1.14M 20.0K 10.0K

Table 1: Dataset Statistics

3.2.3 Preliminary Observations190

Based on the obtained results (check Table 2),191

it can be observed that NewDistinct has a clear192

edge over the original Distinct: first, the contrast193

between diversity of generated responses for dif-194

ferent methods is highlighted more effectively by195

2https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/stats.html
3http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles2018.php

NewDistinct (e.g. though AdaLab gets the highest 196

diversity score using Distinct (3.96), its difference 197

from other methods is not as evident as its NewDis- 198

tinct score (9.63)); second, in contrast to Distinct, 199

NewDistinct provides a more accurate evaluation of 200

response diversity. For instance, the Distinct scores 201

for CP and UL are both 2.35 while responses gen- 202

erated by UL are found to be more diverse than 203

CP using NewDistinct (5.35 > 5.08). Given that 204

the average length of responses generated by FL is 205

larger than CP, Distinct’s bias towards models that 206

generate shorter sentences becomes evident. These 207

observations are consistent for both datasets. 208

3.2.4 Correlation Results 209

We recruited crowdsourcing workers to evaluate the 210

diversity of the selected methods. For each method, 211

we randomly sampled 100 subsets of 15 responses 212

from their set of generated responses. Response 213

sets of all methods, given the same query set, were 214

packaged together as an evaluation set. We asked 215

each crowdsourcing worker to assign a diversity 216

score to every response group in the evaluation 217

set. Each group was evaluated by at least 3 work- 218

ers. For ensuring the quality of our annotations, 219

we calculated the score of each set as the average 220

of workers’ scores and filtered out workers whose 221

scores had an insufficient correlation with the aver- 222

age (Pearson Correlation < 0.65). We acknowledge 223

that building a scoring standard for annotating lan- 224

guage diversity is challenging. Hence, we did not 225

require our workers to give an absolute score for 226

each set. Instead, we asked them to highlight the 227

contrast between different sets by scoring values 228

that linearly reflect the response diversity differ- 229

ence between the sets. For instance, the two sets of 230

scores {1, 2, 2} and {2, 5, 5} show the same eval- 231

uation since the same contrast is shown. We then 232

normalized the scores to the [0-10] range. 233

Then, we calculated the correlation between the 234

Distinct scores with the crowdsourced values for 235

all the methods. The results are provided in Ta- 236

ble 2. The evaluation results indicate that our 237

proposed NewDistinct is more consistent with hu- 238

man judgments for measuring response diversity, 239

as NewDistinct shows the highest correlation with 240

human evaluations among all correlation metrics 241

(Pearson/ Spearson/ Kendall) on both datasets. 242

3See Appendix for more details on the human evaluation
interface
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Method DailyDialog OpenSubtitles

Avg Length Distinct Ours Human Avg Length Distinct Ours Human

FL(2017) 9.33 2.38 5.09 5.18 8.56 3.19 9.51 4.91
NL(2020) 9.99 1.66 3.70 4.54 8.40 3.24 9.52 5.02
CP(2017) 8.67 2.35 4.80 5.08 8.74 3.11 9.44 5.20
LS(2016) 8.50 1.48 2.98 5.28 9.04 2.77 8.64 5.04
D2GPo(2019) 9.15 1.26 2.65 4.92 8.77 2.07 6.32 4.89
CE(2020) 8.29 1.67 3.31 4.14 9.21 2.55 8.08 4.95
F2(2020) 8.71 1.40 2.87 4.88 8.60 2.89 8.67 4.52
UL(2019) 9.93 2.35 5.23 5.35 8.09 2.84 8.10 5.00
Face(2019) 10.62 1.63 3.79 5.26 9.11 3.31 10.41 5.31
AdaLab(2021) 11.30 3.96 9.63 5.92 8.12 4.78 13.68 5.32

Pearson - 0.67‡ 0.70‡ 1.00 - 0.56† 0.60† 1.00
Spearman - 0.42† 0.62† 1.00 - 0.62† 0.65‡ 1.00
Kendall - 0.27 0.47† 1.00 - 0.51‡ 0.56‡ 1.00

Table 2: Results of automatic and human evaluation on corpus-level diversity methods. Pearson/Spearman/Kendall
indicates the Pearson/Spearman/Kendall correlation respectively. The correlation scores marked with †(i.e., p-
value<0.1) and ‡(i.e., p-value<0.05) indicate the result significantly correlates with human judgments. The number
in parenthesis denotes the standard deviation of response length.

4 New Distinct in Practice243

As new Distinct is based on idealized assumption244

that does not take language distribution into ac-245

count, we further discuss this problem and propose246

a potential practical way of new Distinct in real247

situations. Before applying new Distinct, it is nec-248

essary to explore the relationship between score249

and text length (Figure 1) and check the perfor-250

mance of Distinct on the training data. To our251

knowledge, if the training data is from large-scale252

open-domain sources such as OpenSubtitles and253

Reddit, Distinct can maintain its value on different254

lengths. Hence, it can be directly used for evaluat-255

ing models trained on these datasets. However, we256

found our experiments on datasets such as Twitter257

showed a decline in Distinct on lengthier texts. It258

is probably because of the platform rule of limiting259

text length under 280, which induces users to say260

as much information as possible within a shorter261

length. In this situation, it must be unfair for those262

methods that tend to generate lengthier texts.263

5 Related Work264

Li et al. (2016) proposed Distinct, calculated as265

the number of distinct tokens divided by the to-266

tal number of tokens. To our knowledge, this is267

the most widely-used automatic metric for evalu-268

ating response generation diversity. However, as269

we showed in Figure 1, it is an unfair indicator as270

it is affected by the sample length. This causes a271

bias against models which tend to generate longer272

sentences.273

There exist other metrics for evaluating diversity 274

but no one is as widely-used as Distinct (Zhu et al., 275

2018; Xu et al., 2018). Specifically, Self-BLEU 276

proposed by Zhu et al. (2018) is extremely time- 277

consuming as its computation complexity is O(n2) 278

, where n denoted the size of the test set. 279

6 Conclusion 280

In this paper, we proposed an improved variation 281

of the Distinct score, which is a widely-used metric 282

for evaluating response diversity in dialog systems. 283

We provided the theory as well as the methodology 284

behind the formulation of our proposed score (New 285

Distinct). In addition, we conducted experiments 286

on recently proposed dialog generation methods to 287

verify the effectiveness of this metric. The obtained 288

results demonstrated that New Distinct has a higher 289

correlation with human evaluation in comparison 290

with other metrics. 291
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A Comparison on More Datasets 495

To demonstrate the shortcomings of the original 496

Distint metric, we illustrate original Distinct on 6 497

datasets: Persona-chat (Zhang et al., 2018), Ubuntu 498

Dialog Corpus (Lowe et al., 2015), DailyDialog, 499

Topic-Chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), Empa- 500

thetic Dialogs (Rashkin et al., 2018), Wizard of 501

Wikipedia (Dinan et al., 2018), Reddit (Serban 502

et al., 2015), and Twitter (Ritter et al., 2010) (Fig- 503

ure 1). It can be observed that with an increasing 504

sample length, the original Distinct score tends to 505

follow a linear decline while the proposed metric 506

maintains its consistency. 507

B Formula Derivation and Property 508

Discussion 509

E
[
N̂
]
= E

 V∑
j

i=tk,k=S∨
i,k

1lk,i=uj

 (7) 510

=

V∑
j

P

{i=tk,k=S∨
i,k

1lk,i=uj} = 1

 (8) 511

=

V∑
j

(1−
S∏
k

P (ltk 6= uj , ..., l1 6= uj))

(9)

512
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Figure 2: Original scores against different sample lengths. The dotted lines are the actual curves for each score
while the lines are slope-intercept graphs of the curves. Each score is calculated based on 10 sets of 2000 randomly
sampled responses with the same certain length.

E
[

ˆNupper

]
=

V∑
j

(1−
S∏
k

tk∏
i

P (lk,i 6= uj))

(10)

513

= V [1− (
V − 1

V
)C ], (11)514

Thus, our proposed Distinct score is calculated as515

NewDistinct =
N

V [1− (V−1V )C ]
(12)516

Formula Property 1. NewDistinct increases faster517

as C is increasing, but its incremental rate con-518

verges to 1
V , as shown by its derivative below:519

dNewDistinct

dN
=

1

V [1− (V−1V )C ]
(13)520

lim
C→+∞

dNewDistinct

dN
=

1

V
(14)521

whereas in the original Distinct, we have522

dDistinct

dN
=

1

C
(15)523

524

We can see from the original metric that the bigger525

C is, the slower the original Distinct increases. It526

is the reason why this metric is not fair to those527

models that tend to generate longer sentences.528

Formula Property 2. NewDistinct converges to 529
N
V (≤ 1) as C increases. 530

lim
C→+∞

NewDistinct = lim
C→+∞

N

V [1− (V−1V )C ]

(16)

531

=
N

V
<= 1, (17) 532

where N
V [1−(V−1

V
)C ]
∈ [0,+∞]. Theoretically, 533

NewDistinct can have values larger than 1 (e.g. 534

when N = V ), which is an extremely rare case in 535

practice: as we utilized the upper bound for mea- 536

suring the expectation, it is exceptionally hard for 537

N to obtain an equal value to or an even greater 538

value than E( ˆNupper). 539

C Details of Human Evaluation 540

Our created human evaluation interface is provided 541

in Figure 3. 542

D How to Determine Vocabulary Size 543

As we discussed the properties of NewDistinct, vo- 544

cabulary size makes little impact on changing its 545

value when it has reached a large number (usually 546

more than 30000), so it is not necessary to measure 547

an exact value. To compare different methods, it 548

is recommended to use a common vocabulary size, 549

(such as BERT’s 30522) (Devlin et al., 2019). It is 550

also reasonable to calculate the vocabulary size of a 551

7



dataset by NLTK tokenizer, when research focuses552

on a specific dataset. For non-english corpora, we553

recommend researchers to determine a vocabulary554

size following Xu et al. (2021).555

E Details of Evaluated Methods556

Wang et al. (2021) proposed a novel adaptive label557

smoothing method for diversified response gener-558

ation. Their experiments were conducted on the559

DailyDialog and OpenSubtitles datasets, using 9560

recent methods for diverse response generation as561

their baselines (similar to what we demonstrated in562

our paper). Wang et al. (2021) used a transformer-563

based sequence-to-sequence model (Vaswani et al.,564

2017) as the backbone of their model, and most of565

their hyper-parameters follow (Cai et al., 2020). In566

addition, both the encoder and the decoder contain567

6 transformer layers with 8 attention heads, and568

the hidden size is set to 512. BERT’s WordPiece569

tokenizer (Devlin et al., 2019) and Adam optimizer570

(Kingma and Ba, 2015) are used for training their571

models with random initialization and a learning572

rate of 1e-4.573
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Figure 3: Interface of Human Evaluation
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